
Kwik Kopy Circular Quay  
Customer Testimonials

What our customers are saying about us...



Introduction

At Kwik Kopy, our clients inspire us everyday to go above and beyond to find 
solutions that help them succeed in their business. From reliable business printing, 
poster and banner printing, creative graphic design or innovative online solutions, 
we can help you achieve your current and future business goals.

We regularly seek feedback from our customers and love to hear how we helped, 
and even where we could improve. These are some of the comments and reviews we 
received from customers over the last few years.

We have a long and thorough background in meeting the needs of Small to Medium 
businesses. For more information about our products or services and how we can 
help, talk to us today.
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Was good value and good service happy with the service

 Florentino leather  - Director

15/01/2020Printing catalog

Needed urgent stickers for mass mail. and they picked up my job and helped me get this done 
within a very tight deadline. Thanks  !

 Space  - Head Of Marketing

14/12/2019Super quick and friendly

as usual nice and speedy! good job. very professional

 Laura  - GM

8/10/2019Prompt and good quality

I contacted Kwik Kopy Circular Quay with a request to print something for an event that night. I 
explained the situation and what I needed and they got it done for me within the hour!

 Brenden  - Inside Sales Executive

15/08/2019Amazing Service with a fast turnaround!

Kwik Kopy Circular Quay

Whenever i need advise or a service the attention and understanding is 
top of the line

 Joss  - Distribution Operations Coordinator

14/11/2019Always helpful“ ”
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I visited Kwik Kopy Circular Quay a little while ago to have a A0 poster laminated.  The service 
was fantastic, provided by friendly knowledgeable staff.  I received an email notification the same 
afternoon to let me know the job was ready for collection.  All in all a very quick efficient process 
- just what you need when you are juggling several roles.

 Busy EA  - Executive Assistant

14/08/2019Great service, friendly, helpful staff

Kwik kopy does good work am happy we use their services

 Darren1203  - Manager

14/08/2019good products

I recently used Kwik Kopy for some booklets, they went above and beyond for me and were so 
incredibly friendly and helpful. Plus the end product was very high quality and professional. They 
are my first go-to for any printing needs.

 Emma572000  - Customer Experience Manager

14/08/2019Best service!

I use the Circular Key Kwik Kopy even though I am in Melbourne as they do all of the printing for 
our company. The products are always great quality and products are ready in a reasonable time. 
The customer service is always on point as well.

 QueenK  - Office Manager

10/07/2019Amazing service

Very happy with the nice and spot on service, as usual!

 Laura  - GM

10/07/2019great and prompt service!
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Very happy with our new business cards. The staff were incredibley helpful and able to 
accomodate all of our requests and changes promptly, and without issue. The whole process was 
simple and streamlined to make sure that we got exactly what we wanted. Thanks again to Elise 
for being so helpful throughout the process and getting our cards to us so quickly.

 RachT  - Office Manager & Executive Assistan

15/05/2019Great Service & Quality!

Very responsive, communicates well and exceedingly reliable on deadlines. No job big or small to 
them - they will accommodate you with satisfactory service. Highly recommended.

 MJHer  - Marketing Executive

10/04/2019Reliable service

I use KwikKopy for both business and individual print jobs. They’ve been very helpful, quick turn 
around and providing quality service. Haven’t had any issues/problems and would definitely 
recommend them.

 Asha  - Team Administrator

10/04/2019Great service, helpful staff, quality prints

I had a work job which needed to be professionally printed quickly. The job was turned around 
fast and the quality was really great. Plus the price was very reasonable. We would use them 
again.

 Julieodie  - Graphic Design Manager

10/04/2019Great Quality and fast service

Always Kwik to reply and always helpful great service and highly recommended.

 Lenny  - Legend

10/04/2019Great service and assistance
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Was very happy with the response and service received

 Herman  - Founder/CEO

11/12/2018Was very happy with the service

They have a no problem attitude and help us out all time with urgent requests

 Nerij  - Graphic Designer

10/04/2019Always service with a smile

I had to organise a last minute print job for a colleague and the staff at Kwik Kopy were 
so helpful and accommodating. They made the whole process a breeze. They are incredibly 
knowledgeable and they’re always friendly and smiling :)

 Lisa Office Manager  - Office Manager

16/01/2019Super helpful!

I needed a new supplier as mine had closed down, Kwik Kopy led me through the process and will 
now be the go to place for all our companies printing needs.

 Dizzylizzy  - Account/Office Manager

16/01/2019Excellent service

I continue to use this company as they are helpful and responsive to our requets for printing and 
or binding

 Craig S  - Chief Executive

10/12/2018Friendly professional service

We had our investor presentations printed and now have had a banner produced

 Faethm  - COO

10/12/2018Great Banner and Service
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I work at a company that normally goes through a contracted print provider, however we needed 
a job turned around extremely quickly on a Friday morning, and also delivered to Melbourne by 
Monday. The team at KK Circular Quay were prompt, extremely helpful and willing to go above 
and beyond to ensure our delivery was made and printed to impeccable quality - even letting me 
know that the file we provided was not A5 like we thought it was. The team at KK also reached 
out to ensure the delivery was receipted at each delivery location. The team were flexible with 
payment, when we had to go through our company procedures to pay via work order rather than 
Credit Card.I will definitely choose to work with Kwik Kopy again whenever my work requires a 
rush print job to be completed with amazing quality and service.

 Elisabeth  - Marketing Coordinator

11/12/2018
Amazing and reliable service, clear communi-
cation

We used Kwik Kopy recently and the service was great from start to finish

 Jasong  - Communications Manager

10/12/2018Fast, friendly service

Excellent service. High quality product. Very competitive pricing.

 Carolina  - Director

12/11/2018Great service

We can always count on great service from Kwik Kopy Circular Quay; over a number of years, 
they have quickly and efficiently delivered our products on or ahead of time, with minimal fuss 
and very competitive prices. Lovely to deal with, thank you!

 Simone_R  - Membership Officer

12/11/2018Always prompt, friendly and professional!
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We regularly print with Kwik Kopy Circular Quay when we have a same or next day turn around 
deadline. They are always fast to respond, have good quality digital printing and binding, and 
even personally deliver to our office when requested. We grateful to have a local and reliable 
printer near us!

 LainaLL  

12/11/2018Good service and fast turn around times

I visited Kwik Kopy with an urgent request to update the content of our name tag agendas 
for our NY conference and I needed 300 copies and cut to size.  This job was done to a very 
high standard and was completed within the hour. The creativity was amazing and we were so 
happy with such a high standard to represent our organization.  Thank you so much, We will be 
definitely combing back!! We have been back since.. Awesome working with the team at Kwik 
Kopy and the pricing was also reasonable.  Great Work!

 Suzan  - Executive Assistant

9/10/2018Great Service/Price/Delivered ASAP

We use Kwik Copy regularly to print various things including: Training booklets, Certificates and 
workshop materials.

 LeeRACP  - Business Transformation

9/10/2018Great quality, efficient and convenient service

I’ve used them 3 times now and I can’t fault them. Outstanding response times, outstanding 
service and outstanding print quality.

 Nicon1984  - Manager

9/10/2018Great service, quick turnaround.

We have recently started working with Kwik Kopy and the team are always so reliable, quick to 
respond and produce fantastic quality marketing materials. Very happy overall.

 VanessaWilson  - Marketing Manager

8/10/2018Quick, easy and excellent quality
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Very happy with the service and staff help and advice

 Ruthie  - EA

9/10/2018Quick and easy

I ordered a pad of brochures and an A4 poster for business purposes. From using Kwik Kopy 
before so I was sure the quality of customer service and products were fantastic so didn’t 
hesitate to refer them to my current place of work. Kwik Kopy Circular Quay responded to my 
query in a timely and professional manner. I needed an urgent delivery and needed to get it 
shipped interstate - they helped me get it within the week! When I went to collect the order, it 
was perfectly packaged so it wouldn’t get damaged. VERY happy with Kwik Kopy Circular Quay 
and will definitely be using them again.

 Kwik Kopy Circular Quay customer  - Administrator

9/10/2018
Great customer service, quick response with 
orders

Excellent product and great service! The postcards were made quickly and were great quality!

 Mike232  - Communications Officer

9/10/2018Great Postcards!

Have used Kwik Kopy recently and have put in another order. Great service, really good 
communication and great quality product. Staff were helpful and very accommodating

 Becsum  - Member Services Executive

10/09/2018Efficient and great service

I was extremely happy with the service at Kwik Kopy the first time we have 
used them and was pleasantly surprised.  Will definitely use them in the 
future.  Hassle free, great quality friendly and professional staff.

 Mary30  - Office Manager

10/09/2018Great Service and product“ ”
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I had an urgent request for business cards to be printed the day before leaving for the US.  The 
cards were ready and 100% accurate within 3 hours.  Just exceptional.  Thank you!

 Nic1  - Head Of Hybrid & Structured Capital

13/08/2018Exceptionally efficient

My emails are always responded to very promptly and our cards are always produced in a 
timely manner.  Best of all, when I go to collect our stuff the staff are always friendly and well 
mannered.

 TigerFifi  - Financial And Contractor Compliance

14/08/2018Very Fast Response Time

My emails are always responded to very promptly and our cards are always produced in a timely 
manner.  Best of all, when I go to collect our stuff the staff are always friendly and polite.

 TigerFifi  - Financial And Contractor Compliance

14/08/2018Very Fast Response Time!!

I’ve placed a few of tight-turn around print jobs in the past few weeks. Some of these turned out 
fantastic and some weren’t i.e. missing pages but in fairness, the moment I called up to tell them, 
they turned around a saddle-stitched booklet within 15-20 min (we were presenting within the 
hour). The jobs which we sometimes have to send through are really tight in turnaround which 
we know isn’t easy but we appreciate the help which your team gives us in fixing the problem 
and delivering.

 Kwik Kopy Circular Quay customer  - Proposal Manager

28/03/2018Some hiccups but always worked through

Josh from CQ branch was amazing in answering my questions and chasing my order for me! 
Impressive Service!

 JoJoS  - Content, Communications And Social

4/01/2018Great Customer Service and Speedy Delivery
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The person who helped me was amazing pro-active and helpful. Her name is Thays. I am 
happy with the Kwik Kopy quality and attention. As for the price, I think is expensive. I would 
recommend for a friend for quality reason, but  I will make my friends aware that the price is not 
friendly.

 Digo SP  - Graphic And Presentation Designer

3/01/2018Good service and quality, price is a bit over.

I recently had a large order of booklets printed.  The team delivered it so quickly and efficiently.  
Everything was great.  There was one report of one book having jumbled up pages.  But every one 
I saw was fine.  Thanks!

 Nic1  - Helper

17/12/2017As always- really efficient service.

Thays is very helpful and very good suggestion to me. Thanks!

 HelloSimmy  - HR

14/12/2017Great service, very helpful!

They made everything easy, they where efficient and helped with the choosing of size, material 
etc, they even double checked the layout of the print job. Also fast turn around and met out 
timelines

 JaneD  

14/12/2017Efficient, quick, easy

We had an urgent pitch presentation a few weeks ago and Kwik Copy at Circular Quay come to 
our rescue.  Josh was very prompt and very helpful while discussing our requirements and with a 
high quality product being produced in a very timely fashion, we couldn’t have been happier with 
the wonderful level of customer service (which you rarely see these days).... fyi we won the pitch.  
Thank you Kwik Copy Circular Quay :)

 Debster  - Practice Manager

14/12/2017Great customer service f
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Kwik Kopy made my printing process super easy and the staff were very helpful

 Lauren30  - Consultant

14/12/2017Great, fast service

Recently had business cards redesigned and printed in an odd size.  Thays was very professional 
and was able to design and have the cards printed within one week.

 Chica  - PA

14/12/2017Excellent and Fast Service

Kwik Kopy were really efficient at getting me a quote and then were able to turn my job around 
in a few hours

 Sophim  - Head Of Marketing

13/12/2017Turned around a print job in 2 hours

Kwik Kopy Circular Quay have been able to turn around a number of project for me on short 
notice, some only having a day to produce. Quality is excellent and so is the service.

 Kwik Kopy Circular Quay customer  - Manager

30/10/2017Quick turn around

Everytime we have requested a quote and committed to a job it has always 
been done in a timely manner and with a smile at a reasonable rate.

 National Projects  - Marketing Manager

30/10/2017Helpful service with a smile“ ”
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Last minute emergency ... Kwik Kony to the rescue.

 ReneeAmor  - GM Marketing

30/10/2017Great service!

I am a regular customer as the turn jobs around quickly and the quality is good.

 Karyn  - Marketing Manager

23/10/2017Great service and fast turnaround times

Handled my email order with ease and responded quickly. The pricing is reasonable as well.

 Terrim  - Client Project Manager

7/09/2017Efficient, Quality and Professional

I visited Kwik Kopy to get some signage organised for our offices in Sydney, Melbourne & 
Canberra. The service from Josh was outstanding. He went out of his way to assist in getting 
the correct signage for our situation in terms of size, font, etc, as well as sourcing something to 
attach the signage to our walls. His response time to any queries was very quick.

 Topsy  - Executive Assistant

4/09/2017Great service

I used Kwik Kopy on George Street for an urgent laminating job. Though I work for a competitor, I 
must praise the team for turning the job around so quickly and to a high standard. The gentleman 
working on the reception desk was particularly helpful and courteous. Excellent service all round.

 Mr Brown  - Business Manager

4/09/2017Excellent service
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My 1st visit to Kwik Copy Circular Quay was a great result

 Norm  - Partner

25/08/2017My contact with Kwik Kopy Circular Quay

I use Kwik Kopy Circular Quay regularly for corporate print jobs. They offer great advice and can 
always deliver an urgent job within a tight timeframe.

 Karyn  - Marketing Manager

25/08/2017Great service and fast turnaround times

I went to Kwik Copy at Circular Quay for new business cards for our staff.  The service was very 
efficient and prompt.  When I went to pick the new cards up I didn’t realise just how heavy the 
box would be, so a very nice employee walked back to the office with me and carried it.  This was 
going beyond the service I expected.

 Paulinep  - Operations Manager

25/08/2017Great service and quick turn around

We regularly send last minute documents to be printed ad Kwik Kopy Circular Quay always 
ensure they turn them around for us in our tight time frame. Very reliable quality and service

 LainaLL  - Graphic Designer

31/07/2017Fast turn around a good quality

Difficult printing job sensitively managed accurately delivered to tight deadline

 Spud  - Group Directot

21/07/2017Great service good staff
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Every time I have worked with Kwik Kopy Circular Quay they have been absolutely fantastic. Josh 
is really friendly, accomodating and quick to get quotes back to us.

 NatalieP  - Digital Content Editor

21/07/2017Amazing service!

Kwik Kopy provided impeccable, service with a 1-business day turnover. Very happy!

 MichelleCCA  - Fundraising And Marketing Specialia

21/07/2017Excellent, ‘kwik’ service!

The staff are very nice to deal with and worked with us to quickly re-print our business cards 
after we noticed a mistake (our mistake not Kwikkopy). The final product quality is excellent!

 Leanne  - Sales & Marketing Manager

8/06/2017Service good - lovely staff

Arthur was extremely helpful and personable when assisting me with my printing requirements. 
The final product was professional and delivered quickly

 Kathy1  - Analyst

7/06/2017Excellen Customer Service

Needed to print a construction plan that was 3.6 metres long, this did not phase the team and 
was achieved overnight. Always professional, efficient and very accommodating.

 Lyndel  - Office Manager

7/06/2017Great service
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I visited Kwik Kopy - they prepared a quote within an hour. The quote was clear, accurate and I 
could place an order as the commercials were very competitive. The product was ready for pickup 
less than a week later. Fantastic experience.

 Jaco  

7/06/2017Great service

I tried lots of other stores for the kind of paper I wanted. Kwik Kopy had it and the lady was 
really nice.

 Kwik Kopy Circular Quay customer  

7/06/2017Great service

Nick is my preferred printer for our Sydney conferences. We know we can rely on him to print on 
time and deliver to our venue.

 Perth  - Event Director

6/06/2017Outstanding Service

I had some printing to be done with a 24hour period.  I used Kwik Copy at Circular Quay, 
requirements sent online, a few questions and confirmation sent and ready for pick up in 24 
hours.  Easy..

 LisaJane  

23/04/2017Easy and quick!

I’ve always had a great experience with Kwik Kopy. The staff is extremely professional and the 
service has always been excellent.

 Elodie  - Consultant

21/04/2017Great Experience
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I visited Kwik Kopy for a job and the service given was fantastic. I loved their suggestions and the 
turn around time was so impressive I’ve already suggested them to a couple of my colleagues.Job 
well done Kwik Kopy

 BriBri  - Group Assistant

21/04/2017Excellent Service

The team at KK Circular Quay always get back to me promptly and work to give me the best 
price.

 SYOMarketing  - Marketing And Digital Coordinator

2/04/2017Very friendly

We have been with Kwick Kopy for more than one year. The products and services were always 
consistently fantastic!

 Lifang  - Finance Manager

1/04/2017Quick n Flexible

Always ready to print our posters or cards when required. Very accommodating and 
understandable with any changes.

 Melf  - General Manager

23/03/2017Efficient service and great quality prints!

I always place orders via email. There is always a fast response and clear communication. The 
Circular Quay team are always happy to help and it is much appreciated.

 Sami62  

23/03/2017Great service, reliable, fast and happy to help!
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I visited Kwik Kopy a month ago to get business cards printed - I wanted them to look 
professional but not spend too much and had failed to find an online option either the quality 
of the card was too flimsy, my art work wouldn’t upload to their specifications (so needed to 
be re-done) or the cost was too high.  I walked into Kwik Kopy and was immediately welcomed, 
re-assured they could provide quality at an appropriate price point and my art work was fine, and 
within 2 days my new business cards were delivered to my office - easy!!

 JoannaC  - Director

23/03/2017Fantastic service - delivered to my door

Arthur at Kwik Kopy Circular Quay has been fantastic in looking after us!  He has been 
very helpful and has met all our deadlines some of which have been quite tight.  We highly 
recommend him and his team.

 Shelley M  

21/03/2017Arthur from Kwik Kopy is fantastic

I had a wonderful experience with Kwik Kopy circular Quay. Always willing to help in tight 
deadlines.

 Neri  - Graphic Designer

22/03/2017Fantastic Communication and print job

needed a quick job done before a marketing event. the team at Kwik Copy sorted my design adn 
gave me a quote in a few hours. Very friendly service and at a competitive price.

 BradT  - General Manager

22/03/2017quick, friendly and efficient

I visited Kwik Copy office last month.I order a thank you card for our last party. Arthur helped me 
find out the size, design and paper type. The service was excellent and the result was beyond my 
expectations.

 Hagay  - Software Engineer

21/03/2017Excellent service and great product
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Kwik Copy CQ are always extremely responsive to my requirements, meeting my last minute 
deadlines with ease, without compromising quality. A pleasure to deal with.

 Lauren E  

22/03/2017Such fast and accurate service

We use Kwik Kopy to help service the printing needs of our clients.  Kwik Kopy understand 
our business priorities and always act like a business partner.  We enjoy the way they offer 
operational improvements, and ways to work better together.

 Rachel  - Business Operations

23/02/2017Key business partner

Selvi and the team at Kwik Kopy are always happy to assist in a professional and timely manner

 Connie  - Sales&Marketing Coordinator

21/02/2017Prompt and professional service

Product was ok, however I felt price was high for a small production run, and some of the 
finished product had alignment issues, which I suppose i expected more considering the price/
unit

 Daman  - Sales Director

21/02/2017Feeedback

I had an urgent order, I called Kwik Kopy, emailed over the file and they had 
the job done and couriered to my office within a couple of days.  Really great 
service and friendly knowledgeable staff.

 Stafford  - Office Manager

21/02/2017Quick Turnaround, Great Service“ ”
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Every time I call to book in a job, staff are very helpful on the phone and advise me on print 
timings and best finishes for the work. It is always easy and a great experience!

 Kwik Kopy Circular Quay customer  - Project Manager

21/02/2017Very helpful and timely service

I regularly work with Selvi and the team at Kwik Kopy Circular Quay. Often submitting last 
minute jobs with tight turnaround times, not once have I ever been let down, or received 
anything but the most prompt and friendly service.  The quality of the work  and materials is 
always of the highest standard. Complete trust in this team.

 Jess_H  - Regional Marketing Manager

21/02/2017Speedy service and quality work

I often shop around for quotes before I sign-off on a printing job. I will now be using Kwik Kopy 
in George St. for all my printing needs. Arthur from your George St. store is highly knowledgeable 
and provides excellent advice. He is a pleasure to work with and we will continue to use Kwik 
Kopy in George St. as a result of his service.

 BenPhillips  - PR Manager

21/02/2017Exceptional, timely, professional service

Thanks for always being 100% perfect &  for the free coffee!

 Georgeb  - Consultant

21/02/2017Consistent great service

I would highly recommend using these guys, they are helpful and super quick to turn around 
projects with tight deadlines.

 Beth  - Publications Marketing Coordinator

8/12/2016Great service and quick turnaround
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I was able to email my order and have it printed and ready for pick up all within a few hours, 
being able to be invoiced took all the hassle out of the print job

 AngeMax  - Marketing Manager

8/12/2016Efficient and quality service

Kwik Kopy are always do fast and reliable. The quality is great too!

 Siobhan  - Marketing Specialist

8/12/2016Fast and reliable

I visited Kwikm Kopy with an urgent job. They moved other jobs and helped me meet my very 
tight deadline.

 PeteMc  - CEO

8/12/2016Great service

I used Kwik Kopy Circular Quay to print some collateral for a recent large scale event. Selvi was 
so helpful and ensured that the end result was perfect

 Laurenm  - Programs And Communications Coordin

8/12/2016amazing fast service

Had banners printed and delivered. Good quality, excellent price point. 
Professional Staff

 Yoda  - CEO

8/12/2016Great Service“ ”
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I visited Kwik Kopy a month ago for a small print job for personal use. They gave it to me for free 
as they want me to try their service :) It was great customer service I reckon! I am now using 
them of all my corporate print jobs :) their price is quite competitive as well and reasonable 
compared to other printers that I have used in the past.

 Divin  - Marketing

8/12/2016Great service as always

They are always able to do any printing for me last minute. It’s always with a friendly smile and 
perfect quality!

 Kris  - Events And Project Manager

18/11/2016Great friendly and quick service

attention to details is superb, highly recommended

 Divin  - Marketing

8/11/2016
excellent customer service and competitive 
price

On numerous occasions  have used KK’s services for printing important presentation documents 
an they have always been super helpful and the end product had been awesome. So much so that 
my clients comment on how goof they look.

 Shan Man  - Head Of Talent And Partnerships

8/11/2016Great End Product and Exceptional Service

Been using Kwik Kopy for years and have no reason to change, always  
professional

 AndersonKnight  

8/11/2016Friendly and Helpful staff“ ”
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we had banners made at late notice, they were fantastic and delivered in the short time fram

 Kwik Kopy Circular Quay customer  - Project Manager

8/11/2016Great service

Fabulous service, providing exactly what I needed with tight turn around time.

 Bella90  - Investor Relations

8/11/2016Quick efficient service

Staff have been  friendly and responsive.  Thank you.

 Janelle  - Marketing Manager

3/11/2016Excellent service

Requested quotes via email for business cards for our business

 Ivanah  - Officer Administrator

28/10/2016Excellent service

I have used Kwik Kopy Circular Quay twice in the last month. Both have had very tight deadlines 
and the staff did everything they could to complete the work on time which was hugely 
appreciated.

 Nicola  - Office Manager

28/10/2016Great service
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My art project was able to be completed for Anti poverty week

 Perth Fe  - Artist

27/10/2016Great Front desk

We had some urgent, last minute printing for a very large pitch presentation. When we called 
Kwik Kopy Circular Quay it was about 5.20pm and almost time for them to close shop. Nick was 
amazing in helping us out by staying behind to ensure our printing was done and gave us such 
great customer service, making what could have potentially been an extremely stressful situation, 
very easy and really helped us out of a massive problem.

 Lauraanne82  - Executive Assistant

18/10/2016
Fantastic service going out of their way to 
help

We don’t have a printer in our office, so having Kwik Kopy 1 floor below us makes a huge 
difference, whether I need something printed personally or for the company. Nick and the Team 
are always super professional and friendly. From printing 1 page A4 to business cards in 2 days 
they’re always willing to help and oblige. Thanks guys.

 RichB  - Sales Consultant

18/10/2016Excellent customer service!

I recently ordered business cards for a number of colleagues. The staff at Kwik Kopy were 
extremely helpful in providing the information needed to produce fantastic cards at a great price. 
They even had our company’s artwork on file from years prior.

 Ashley333  - Office Manager

18/10/2016
Quick turnaround and helpful service provid-
ers

The staff were friendly and able to turn around my printing in super quick time on my urgent 
request. I was very thankful for this.

 SamShinkins  - Head Of Client Performance

18/10/2016Super Kwik Service
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Kwik Kopy saved my life!! Recent roadshow called for alot of presentations for a lot of different 
states and KK made it all so so easy and simple for us.  I have no hesitation in recommending 
their services to anyone

 Emmiloo  - Office Manager

3/10/2016Top Notch Service

I used Kwik Kopy recently to produce some covers for a submission.  Request was very last 
minute but as always, Kwik Kopy were able to produce quality produce in time to save the day.

 Mel W  - Presentations Specialist

3/10/2016Outstanding service and product

Dealt with Kwik over the phone from a different state....and the service was fantastic.  The pull up 
banner was delivered to the Hotel where the conference was being held labelled, packed..ready to 
go.

 Mena  - Office Administrator

27/09/2016Great service....

We use Kwik Kopy for all our business cards and most of our printing throughout Australia.  They 
are fast and very efficient.  We will continue to use them!

 JanetH  - Administration Manager

27/09/2016Fast and Efficient

I only had a small order but Kwik Kopy provided good quality prints and a  high quality of service. 
The staff also tried to inform me of the best value and ways to save on orders.

 Nina  - Coordinator

27/09/2016
Fast turnaround time and good communica-
tion
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really kind stuff, quick to deliver drawings, efficient by email order

 Fred DR  - Designer

22/09/2016quick and well done

I visited Kwik Kopy in Pitt St Sydney, with a request to print some A5 flyers for my work.Arthur 
was incredibly helpful, answered all of my queries instantly and was great to work with. Would 
definitely work with Arthur and his team again. Great customer experience.

 Kwik Kopy Circular Quay customer  - Partnership Executive

22/09/2016Great experience

I have been using Kwik Kopy Circular Quay for years and wont be changing any time soon. Very 
happy with service and products

 AndersonKnight  - Event Manager

22/09/2016amazing Service. Quick turn around

Needed some printing done in a hurry and it was done on time - great service

 Andrew K  - Director

22/09/2016Excellent service

I recently requested an urgent printing/binding job for our company and the Kwik Kopy team 
were were so helpful, as well as professional and prompt, delivering my items ahead of schedule. 
Thank you!

 SimoneR  - Membership Officer

22/09/2016Fantastic service!
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When I ordered new business cards recently a quick email exchange with Kwik Kopy Circular 
Quay had my order placed with no fuss. The job was completed promptly and accurately and 
within a few days I was out and about with my updated cards.

 Hodgie  - CEO

22/09/2016Prompt and Efficient Service

We had a special even in one of our restaurant venues during Bastille Day festivals and our 
normal printer couldn’t make the deadline in time to get us the materials before the event so we 
called Kwikkopy and they saved the day and were able to turn it around in one a couple hours! 
Thanks again team!

 NicoleG  - Senior Brand Manager

27/08/2016Certainly “Kwik”

We partner with Kwik Kopy because of their exceptional attention to customer experience.  Due 
to the nature of our business, printing quality and advice is

 Rachel  - Executive Assistant

18/08/2016Impressive Customer focused experience

We use Kwik Copy for all our printing needs. The staff are professional, with excellent 
communication. The product is always high quality & the turn around time is exceptional! Highly 
recommend!

 Melf  - Marketing Manager

18/08/2016Fast, Quality Service!

I printed a few brochures and they looked fantastic. The quality of the printing job and the 
material were great and it as a very easy and simple process.

 Patricia  - Senior Marketing Manager

18/08/2016Great product & service
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I’m always super busy at work, and I always have last minute printing that needs to be done. I 
can always rely on the Kwik Kopy team in the city to make sure I get good quality print and fast 
service. Great to just be around the corner from them!

 Geo2016  - Sale Engineer

18/08/2016Fast and Great Service

Presented with a deadline I was feeling overwhelmed. But the team at Kwik Kopy came to my 
rescue. Creative ideas and fabulous advice on the best way to present my product, prompt 
response to queries and requests, an exceptional level of service and an impressive turn around 
time. Thanks - much of the success of my upcoming product launch comes down to you!

 Kwik Kopy Circular Quay customer  - Director

16/08/2016Fabulous advice and exceptional service

I use Kwik Kopy because it’s 100 meters from the office, so convenience is key but never let down 
with quality or service.

 Mickey  - Creative Director

4/08/2016Friendly staff and good service

I’m from Vision Critical and we hold an account with Kwik Kopy at Circular Quay. I’d like 
commend Selvina on her wonderful effort in servicing our account. Time and time again, Selvi 
has responded promptly and professionally to urgent jobs. In our office, when we refer to any 
print work, we never say “Send to Kwik Kopy”... we say “Send to Selvi”.

 Kcruz  - Digital Producer

1/08/2016Great service

I recently had some printing done through Kwik Kopy at Circular Quay and couldn’t have been 
happier. Not only was the quality excellent, but the Account Manager was incredibly helpful! 
Outstanding!

 Lisa J  - Graphics

21/07/2016Top service!!!
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Quick copy does all our printing and every time the quality and service impresses us.

 Altitude  - Director

21/07/2016Excellent service and quality.

I contacted Kwik Kopy needing an urgent job completed and they were quick to turn it around, 
professional and had great customer service. Thank you!

 Becp  - Marketing Consultant

21/07/2016Excellent customer services

I ordered letterheads for my company and requested information regarding previous orders from 
my company. The customer service team responded quickly to my emails and were able to provide 
full details of prior orders. I met the team in person to pay and they were just as polite in person 
as they were in email communications. Overall a very good experience.

 Ashley333  - Office Manager

21/07/2016Very polite and efficient communication

I have used them a lot this year to print presentations. Brie manages everything incredibly well.

 Malcolm  

29/12/2015Fantastic Service

Kwik Kopy Circular Quay is still our sole supplier for our print solutions even though we moved 
offices. The staff are the friendliest in town, and always offer the expertise and the best advice 
which suit our business needs.

 Rachel  - Office Manager

11/12/2015Personalised and quality service
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We visit Kwik Copy every time we update our menu and they are always fast, efficient and 
helpful. Value for money as well.

 Restaurant  - Operations Manager

10/12/2015Prompt service

We have been using Kwik Kopy for some time for business cards, banners and brochures for our 
offices throughout Australia. We are very happy with the way they look after our needs. The 
service is excellent - Brie is a fantastic communicator. Orders are attended to promptly and any 
changes made with minimum of fuss.

 JanetH  - Administration Manager

9/12/2015Prompt and Efficient

I have had various small jobs done over the last few months. Turnaround time is acceptable, job 
quality is good. Unfortunately small errors on about 50% of jobs (requested A5, received in A4 
format or requested double sided, received single sided) - so attention to detail could improve.

 Kwik Kopy Circular Quay customer  - Business Manager

10/12/2015OK



Contact us today to find out how 
we can help you.

www.circularquay.kwikkopy.com.au


